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1184 E. ENGEL ETC.combined with the often used pseudopotential scheme by Bachelet, Hamann and Schl�uter[4]. First results for Sodium are compared with the standard pseudopotentials generatedwith the local density approximation (LDA).2. { Relativistic optimized potential method (ROPM)For the construction of pseudopotentials one relies on the density-only (electrostatic)variant [1, 2] of relativistic DF theory (DFT), in which the presence of external magnetic�elds is excluded. In addition, the no-(virtual-)pair approximation is utilized, and, forbrevity, the transverse (Breit) interaction is neglected (their inclusion, appropriate forvery heavy elements, is straightforward | compare [3]). One can then represent theground state density n in terms of auxiliary single particle spinors 'k,n(r) = X�m<�k��F '+k (r)'k(r) ;(1)and decompose the total energy as (�h = c = 1)Etot = X�m<�k��F Z d3r '+k (r)� � i��r+ �m + vext(r)�'k(r) +EH + Exc(2) EH = e22 Z d3r Z d3r0 n(r) n(r0)jr � r0j ;(3)thereby de�ning the xc-energy functional Exc. Minimization of Etot with respect to the'k's leads to the relativistic Kohn-Sham equations,� � i��r+ �m + vKS([n]; r)	'k(r) = �k'k(r)(4) vKS ([n]; r) = vext(r) + e2Z d3r0 n(r0)jr � r0j + �Exc�n(r) :(5) Via (2) all complex many-body e�ects have been absorbed into Exc, for which asuitable approximation is now required. In standard DFT Exc is approximated by anexplicit functional of n, as for instance the LDA. In the (R)OPM Exc is allowed to beorbital-dependent, thus only implicitly being a density functional. The most obviousorbital-dependent functional is the DF exchange, given by the relativistic Fock term,Ex = �e22 X�m<�k ;�l��F Z d3r Z d3r0 '+k (r)'l(r)'+l (r0)'k(r0)jr � r0j :(6)Eq.(6) de�nes the exchange-only part of Exc, the remainder representing the DF corre-lation energy Ec. Ec may also be orbital-dependent, as in the Colle-Salvetti functional[5]. The development of orbital-dependent Ec, however, is still at the beginning.In the case of orbital-dependent Exc the xc-potential vxc(r) = �Exc=�n(r), requiredfor (5), can not be evaluated directly. In order to derive an equation which determinesvxc one replaces the functional derivative with respect to n by one with respect to 'k,�Exc�n(r) = Z d3r0 d3r00 X�m<�k��F �vKS(r0)�n(r) �'+k (r00)�vKS (r0) �Exc�'+k (r00) + c:c: :(7)



PSEUDOPOTENTIALS FOR CLUSTERS 1185Table I. { Selfconsistent, exchange-only ground state energies from ROPM, RHF, RLDA andRPW91 calculations for neutral atoms with closed subshells (transverse and radiative contribu-tions neglected | all energies in mhartree).Atom Etot Etot �Etot[ROPM ]ROPM RHF RLDA RPW91He �2862 0 138 6Be �14575 �1 350 18Ne �128690 �2 1062 �24Ar �528678 �5 2341 41Ca �679704 �6 2656 26Zn �1794598 �14 4140 �262Kr �2788848 �13 5565 �21Xe �7446876 �19 9800 85Yb �14067621 �48 13272 �893Hg �19648826 �39 17204 �250Insertion of the linear response of 'k to a small variation of vKS , multiplicationof (7) withthe static Kohn-Sham response function �n(r000)=�vKS(r) and subsequent integrationover r leads to the ROPM integral equation,Z d3r0 �KS(r; r0) vxc(r0) = Qxc(r) ;(8)where �KS(r; r0) = X�m<�k��F<�l '+k (r)'l(r)'+l (r0)'k(r0)�k � �l + c:c: = �n(r)�vKS(r0)(9) Qxc(r) = X�m<�k��F Z d3r0 '+k (r)Xl6=k 'l(r) '+l (r0)�k � �l �Exc�'+k (r0) + c:c: :(10)Eq.(8) has to be solved selfconsistently together with the single particle equations (4).By construction the combinationEH+Ex is self-interaction free, which is reected by theasymptotic behavior of the exchange potential for �nite systems, vx(jrj ! 1) � �1=jrj.If one neglects Ec completely one arrives at the DF equivalent of the relativisticHartree-Fock (RHF) approximation. In order to demonstrate the advantage of orbital-dependent Exc as compared with actual density functionals it is thus useful to restrict thediscussion to the exchange-only limit, where RHF-results can serve as reference standardfrom a physical point of view. The corresponding ROPM and RHF ground state energiesEtot for some neutral atoms with closed subshells are given in Table I together with resultsobtained with the relativistic LDA (RLDA) [2] and a relativistic extension (RPW91) [3] ofthe Perdew-Wang generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [6]. Table I shows that theROPM energies are very close to the RHF values, the di�erences being below 50mhartree.In fact, this is not only true for Etot, but also for the more interesting quantities asionization potentials etc, thus demonstrating that the exchange-only ROPM is physicallyequivalent to the RHF-approximation. This clearly supports the DF-concept of a localxc-potential. On the other hand, the error of the RLDA is substantial throughout theperiodic system. RPW91 leads to errors which vary between 0:01 and 1:0hartree in size
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Fig. 1. { The s-pseudopotentials obtained from the combination of exact exchange with LDAcorrelation (OPM) as well as from the LDA for exchange and correlation (LDA).and also in their sign. This indicates that error cancellation plays an important role. Asa consequence one �nds that more subtle quantities like ionization potentials are onlymarginally improved by the (R)PW91-GGA as compared with the (R)LDA [6].3. { Normconserving pseudopotentialsFor this �rst study we have closely followed the widely used scheme for the construc-tion of normconserving pseudopotentials by Bachelet, Hamann and Schl�uter [4], whichis briey reviewed in the following. For each valence level of interest (characterizedby its angular momentum quantum numbers lj) one starts with an all-electron calcu-lation for a suitably chosen con�guration �: For levels occupied in the atomic groundstate the ground state con�guration is used, while for levels unoccupied in the groundstate an excited state con�guration (with fractional occupancy) is utilized. This yieldsa total all-electron Kohn-Sham potential vKS;� (r), Eq.(5), as well as the correspondingradial orbitals a�nlj(r) (only the properly normalized large components are relevant here)and eigenvalues ��nlj (in the case of open shells a spherical average is used). One thenconstructs a �rst level pseudopotential v(1)�ps;lj , using a switching function f ,v(1)�ps;lj(r) = Aljf(r=rclj ) + [1� f(r=rclj)]vKS;�(r) ; f(x) = exp(�x�) ;(11)so that the eigenvalue of the corresponding lowest occupied (i.e. nodeless) pseudoorbitalw(1)�lj agrees with its all-electron counterpart (in this way determining Alj | the �-dependence of all constants is suppressed for brevity). For both the switching range (�)and radius (rclj) we have chosen the values of Ref.[4], i.e. � = 3:5 and rclj is evaluated fromthe outermost extremum of a�nlj via Table I of [4]. As for r > rclj v(1)�ps;lj(r) is identicalwith vKS;�(r) (up to exponentially small corrections), one essentially has w(1)�lj (r) =
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Fig. 2. { Pseudoorbitals (4�r2nps = [w�lj(r)]2) corresponding to the potentials in Fig.1.const � a�nlj(r) in this regime. In the next step w(1)�lj thus is scaled by a constant,w�lj(r) = Bljhw(1)�lj (r) + Cljrl+1f(r=rclj )i ;(12)so that w�lj(r) = a�nlj(r) for r > rclj . Clj ensures proper normalization, its rl+1 prefactorthe required behavior for small r. The potential v(2)�ps;lj which leads to w�lj is given by [4]v(2)�ps;lj(r) = v(1)�ps;lj(r) +BljClj rl+1f(r=rclj )w�lj(r)(13) ���2(r=rclj)2� � [2�l + �(� + 1)](r=rclj)�2r2 + ��nlj � v(1)�ps;lj(r)� :Finally, v(2)�ps;lj is unscreened, i.e. the interaction among the occupied valence levels (andtheir spurious self-interaction, if present) is eliminated,v�ps;lj(r) = v(2)�ps;lj(r)� Z d3r0 n�ps(r0)jr � r0j � vxc([n�ps]; r)(14) n�ps(r) = Xocc:val:orb: f�lj w�lj(r)24�r2 :(15)For the calculation of angular momenta corresponding to excited single particle states ofa given atom the occupation factors f�lj have been chosen according to Table II of Ref.[4].The procedure (11-15) has originally been introduced on the basis of the LDA.However, all steps involved can also be taken for orbital-dependent xc-functionals. Asin the case of the LDA [4], the unscreening (14) implies a 'linearization' of the orbital-dependent Exc as far as the valence-core interaction is concerned (however, nonlinearcore-corrections may also be included for orbital-dependent Exc).
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Fig. 3. { Energy surfaces of the Sodium-dimer obtained with OPM- and LDA pseudopotentials.4. { Results for SodiumFor this exploratory study of ROPM-pseudopotentials we have combined the exactexchange (6) with the LDA for correlation (in the form of Ref.[7]). The result for thes(l = 0)-pseudopotential of Na is compared with its LDA counterpart in Fig.1. Thecorresponding s-pseudoorbitals are shown in Fig.2. As is obvious from these Figures,the ROPM-pseudoorbital is somewhat less localized than the LDA-orbital, reecting themore shallow ROPM-pseudopotential.As a �rst application of the ROPM-pseudopotentials we have considered the Na-dimer, including s, p and d-contributions and using the d-potential as local potential(for l 6= 0 we have combined the two relevant v�ps;lj according to their statistical weight,v�ps;l = [2lv�ps;l;l�1=2+(2l+2)v�ps;l;l+1=2 ]=(4l+2) | the technical details of the two-centercalculation are as in Ref.[8]). In order to isolate the e�ect of the pseudopotentials we haveused the LDA for the complete Exc[n] in the molecular calculations for both the OPM-and the LDA-pseudopotentials. Note that this does not introduce an inconsistency inthe case of the OPM-pseudopotential as the interaction between the valence electrons istaken out of the pseudopotentials by the unscreening procedure (14) (in which, of course,the same functional has to be applied as in the all-electron calculation). The resultingenergy surfaces are shown in Fig.3 in comparison with the experimental binding energyand equilibrium distance [9]. It is obvious that the results obtained with the OPM-pseudopotentials are much closer to the experimental situation than the LDA-predictions.In fact, this close agreement with experiment suggests that the nonlocality of the all-electron xc-potential, responsible for the large deviations of the LDA-energies in Table I,has been absorbed into the ROPM-pseudopotentials to a large degree. Thus, while ingeneral one would expect even more accurate results if the OPM is also used in themolecular calculation, at least for Na the much more e�cient molecular LDA-calculationseems to be su�cient, making the ROPM-pseudopotentials particularly attractive.
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